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In 2013 I started taking pictures as a hobby, a hobby which has 
become a passion. Since then I have been working as a 
professional photographer. I have taken several courses and 
earned certifications in all different types of photography.

I am characterized as happy, easy-going, sociable, creative and 
responsible. My goal is for my clients to have a very positive 
experience before, during and after the photo shoots.

I am very excited to work with each new client, since it is a 
challenge for me to capture every emotion and express it with 
creativity, offering unique high quality work.
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Wedding Packages

Silver Gold Platinum
∞ 4 hours of wedding 
day coverage

∞ 6 hours of wedding 
day coverage

∞ 8 hours of wedding 
day coverage

∞ High-resolution 
image files 

∞ High-resolution 
image files 

∞ High-resolution 
image files 

∞ Online Album to 
share with Family
Members and Friends

∞ Online Album to 
share with Family
Members and Friends

∞ Online Album to 
share with Family
Members and Friends

∞ Engagement 
Session

∞ Engagement 
Session

∞ $200 Discount on 
a Photo Album

∞ $400 Discount on 
a Photo Album

∞ Rehearsal Day 
Coverage 

$ 999°° $ 1,699°° $ 2,499°°

Optional Add Ons:
• Photographer $ 150 / Additional Hour

• Engagement Session $ 299
• Rehearsal Day Coverage $ 499
• Special Editing $10 per photo
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1. Reservation: the reservation should be sent to atg@photostudio.com and 
I will reply to you with a form with some questions so I have information 
to send you a contract.

2. Payment: To book the date, 50% of the package price is due. The other 
50% should be paid before or on the day off the shoot. Payment 
Methods: Cash, Zelle, Paypal or Venmo.

3. Pre Shooting Meeting: This meeting can be a video call or in a near café. 
Here we will talk about what your expectations are for your photographs, 
timeline, location details and anything you desire!

4. Shooting Day: Is our fun day, and I will photograph according to what we 
settle on during the pre shooting meeting. This way everything runs 
smoothly and you have an amazing experience.

5. Time to deliver the photos: the photos will be delivered through a link to 
be downloaded and will take no more than 4 weeks after the shoot. 
Special editing requests after the final photos are delivered may take up 
to 2 additional weeks.  
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I highly recommend the photography
services of Adelwis. He was covering one
of my personal growth workshops and
achieved exactly what I had in my mind.
Responsible, punctual, professional and
very dedicated to each shot, of course
the result was phenomenal.

@felizvonjunvi

Hello Adelwis ... I wanted to thank
you for the photos! They are
incredible ... Thanks for your
disposition and your
encouragement!

@yaelbern

Working with Adelwis is fabulous, for
me is difficult to pose, and he looks at
how to make me to look great. He
suggests poses at angles that make me
look great! Adelwis is very patient and
professional.

@Adecontigo

Adelwis defines professionalism and care.
Andres and I are so grateful that he
captured and portrayed an important
moment for us perfectly at the Baby Shower
of our daughter. He captured every magical
moment with our family and friends. The
final result was excellent!!! We love every
photo, and it is so nice to see someone do
their job with such dedication.

@serralex12


